
16 Holtzman Pl, Carey Park

Terrific Family Tranquillity!
Escape to cul-de-sac serenity within the splendid “Kinkella Estate” where this
magnificent 4 bedroom 2 bathroom home lies in wait, approximately 10
minutes away from the heart of the Bunbury CBD.

Beyond a lush and leafy frontage lies a highly-functional floor plan where the
headline act is a massive open-plan family, meals and kitchen area that is
beautifully tiled and incorporates a spacious adjacent games room into its
light, bright and airy design. The renovated contemporary kitchen itself is
also stylish and boasts a corner pantry, a gas cooktop, integrated range
hood, a separate oven, sleek bench tops and internal shopper’s entry.

Welcoming you inside, the carpeted front lounge and formal-dining room is
reserved for special memories, but could be utilised as an expansive theatre
room if you so wish. The bedrooms are also all carpeted for comfort, with
the master ensemble even enjoying its own intimate ensuite bathroom –
comprising of a shower, vanity and more.

At the rear, the yard is private and the two pitched patio-entertaining areas
are large – offering a combined outdoor setting where young and old can
mix and every occasion will be catered for. There is also a generous lock-up
workshop shed, accessible via drive-through access from the secure double
carport.

Only two minutes separate your front doorstep from the excellent Parks
Shopping Centre, whilst glorious beaches are roughly eight minutes away,
sprawling parklands can be found nearby and the likes of schools, the local

The above information provided has been furnished to us by the vendor/s. We have not verified whether or not
that information is accurate and do not have any belief in one way or the other in its accuracy. We do not accept
any responsibility to any person for its accuracy and do no more than pass it on. All interested parties should
make and rely upon their own inquiries in order to determine whether or not this information is in fact accurate.
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Price SOLD
Property Type residential
Property ID 57
Land Area 699 m2
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